
WESSEX BORDER COLLIE CLUB OPEN SHOW 

26th September 2010 

  

Judge: Allyson King (Allyking) 
 

Many thanks for the entry.  Some handlers need to find a good stride to match their 

exhibits, all too often the handlers were not finding a good stride to allow the charge to 

extend and drive.  If the handler takes mincey tiny steps then the dogs tend to follow 
the stride pattern, please watch some of the more experienced handlers on their 

handling and presentation skills as you have some really excellent ones.  Also watch the 

width of the pelvis as there are one or two narrow here and this will cause close rear 

ends, which in one or two was evident.  I was pleased with my winners .  
  

BD & BIS Judith Gregory's Tonkory Up And Coming 

and  BB & RBIS Val Tiller's Foxbarton Lady Chandon JW ShCM 

 
  

 

  

BPIS Sandra Beaumont's Borderbeau Snow Business  
and RBPIS  Poulton & Burch's Beesting Mark Time for Bordamour 

 



  

 

  

BVIS Anita Gowings Wizaland Stage Whisper with Pikara 
 

 
 

  

RBD: Pawtails Sunkist Celt for Triplewitch 
RBB: Tonkory Moonlighting 

  

MINOR PUPPY DOG (2, 0) 

1 Glenshannon In It To Win It For Hysteps - Top end mp Developing on the right lines 
with ample bone presented well.  Skull coming ok bite could be better.  Moved steady 

with ok tail carriage. 

2 Locheil Last Man Standing - 6 mths raw baby Lovely marking and at this stage needs 

to tighten and brisket needs to drop and tighten although a tad high in hock but moved 

ok with good tail carriage. 
 

PUPPY DOG (1, 0) 

1 Borderbeau Snow Business BPD - 9 mths lad Lovely silhouette and balance.  Ample 

bone.  Skull developing well lovely dark eyes of good shape.  Ears used well giving lovely 
expression.  Steady on the move, showing reach and drive with good angulation and 

bend of stifle with super tail set and carriage.  Good lay of shoulders.   Best Pupy Dog 

and BPIS Well done. 

 
JUNIOR DOG (2, 2) 

 

NOVICE DOG (1, 1) 

 
GRADUATE DOG (5, 0) 

1 Tonkory Up And Coming BD BIS - Super shape on the stand Lovely reach of nectk into 

good shoulders.  Brisket just needs to drop a tad more but this will come.  Neat and tidy 

on the elbow. Moved with elegance reach and drive.  Good croups and tail set and 

carriage on the move.  Should make up easily BD and BIS Super handling and 
presentation shall watch with interest. 

2 Caristan Dom Perignon ShCM - Lovely markings Sound lad ample bone for size Good 

bend Stifle and brisket.  Showed reach and drive on the move.  Coat coming back. 

3 Moshanta Midnight Sky 
4 Valecroft Spruce 

5 Kinaway I Am Sir Matt For Jacamalis 



 

 

 

POST GRADUATE DOG (3, 1) 
1 Caristan Dom Perignon ShCM 2 Valecroft Spruce 

 

LIMIT DOG (4, 1) 

1 Foxbarton Taittinger JW ShCM - Good make and shape and overall balance.  Lovely 
reach of neck.  Proud to work for his handler moves with positivity and drive in a good 

quality jacket. 

2 Madeleys Top Hat Matt With Pikara -Overall nice make and shape lovely dark eye and 

expression, better on the move than 3 but not the head 
3 Foxbarton The Magician At Charaneta - Heavier in markings than 1 and 2 preferred his 

head to 2 but minced on the move.  Handler needs to stride out more so he can extend 

 

OPEN DOG (4, 0) 

1 Pawtails Sunkist Celt For Triplewitch RBD - Good balanced youngster lovely bone and 
substance.  Balance to skull and bite good.  Used ears well giving lovely expression 

dense jacket with lovely clean feathers.  Moved out well as he is firm in body and muscle 

tone RBD Another to watch with interest Just preferred the eye colour on BD had to 

settle for RBD 
2 Altricia My Spot On - Another good make and shape Head qualities good Good bend of 

stifle and ample bone When settled moved well showing the desired reach and drive 

presented with good jacket 

3 Sh Ch Tonkory Illusion ShCM - Judged him before and loved him Today just a shade 
too much coverage but still moved ok just needed that pizzazz back 

4 Caristan Classic Versace ShCM 

 

MINOR PUPPY BITCH (4, 1) 
1 Miraje She’s Worth It To Hysteps - Liked her silhouette on the stand.  Showed balance 

and grace on the move neat hocks and good tail carriage.  Used ears well.  Appealing 

expression, skull developing well and correct bite. 

2 Altricia Promises Promises - Liked her marking another quality baby just needs more 

confidence ample bone with good reach of neck moved a little unsteady but this will 
come handled with gentleness 

3 Croxlea So This Is Love - Different type and more range at this tage higher in hock 

needs more balance on the move and fluidity. 

 
PUPPY BITCH (4, 1) 

1 Beesting Mark Time For Bordamour BPB RBPIS - Lovely make and shape.  Ample bone 

for size.  Lovely straight front and neat feet.  Balance to head and correct bite used ears 

well.  Moves with reach and drive from rear good tail set and carriage should have a 
good future.  

2 Altricia Miss Mollie - Tri 11 months another quality youngster. Good overall make and 

shape front needs to tighten.  Skull developing on right lines with dark eye and good 

bite.  Liked her different head marking Tail set and carriage ok. 

3 Foxbarton Lady Orlando - B/w coming on well needs to tighten all through. Good reach 
to neck.  Slightly higher in hock than 1 and 2. 

 

JUNIOR BITCH (1, 0) 

1 Foxbarton Lady Orlando 
 

NOVICE BITCH (4, 1, 1W/D) 

1 Beesting Mark Time For Bordamour 

2 Bytchek Fabulous At Moonraker - Tri pricked ears good markings moved ok 
 

GRADUATE BITCH (7, 2) 

1 Borderbeau With Attitude JW - Lovely bitch balanced skull and correct bite.  Dark eye 

of good shape.  Good bone and neat tidy feet and hocks.  Tail carriage good on the 
move, which showed balance and extension and positivity. 

2 Beesting Mark Time For Bordamour 

3 Foxbarton Lady Orlando 

4 Valecroft Willow 

5 Bytchek Fabulous At Moonraker 



 

POST GRADUATE BITCH (4, 2) 

1 Kinaway Duchess In Love - Pricked ears and used well moved with more balance than 

2 showed a good tail carriage 
2 Valecroft Willow - 4th in graduate.  Needs more balance on the move and be in unison 

with handler who needs to stride out as well. 

 

LIMIT BITCH (5, 2) 
1 Foxbarton Lady Chandon JW ShCM BB RBIS - Lovely bitch done well for before did not 

disappoint today.  Balanced on the stand and this was held on themove.  Good oval eye 

and dark colour correct bite and used ears to give kind expression to please.  Moved well 

for and aft super presentation well coated and feathered.  
2 Locheil Eclipse Of The Moon Over Taranza JW ShCM - Nice bitch made a good shape 

ample bone with femine in skull with good bite.  Good bend of stifle lovely tail set and 

carriage on the move, which showed fluidity. 

3 Tonkory Shimma JW - Another quality bitch.  Dark expressive eye of good shape and 

correct bite.  Needed to steady on the move to show her good extension when she 
settled this was evident. 

 

OPEN BITCH (7, 4) 

1 Tonkory Moonlighting RBB - Mature bitch.  Good bone skull balanced with dark eyes of 
correct shape and good dentition.  Lovely straight front and good shoulders.  Good turn 

of stifle. Moved with front extension and rear drive and tail carriage.  Just a shade 

unsettled for the challenge RBB see she is the same dam as BIS 

2 Locheil First To Finnish At Borderbeau JW - Another mature bitch well presented as 
always from this kennel.  Showed well with a good expression and ear usage.  Lovely 

reach of neck moves well and lovely tail carriage 

3 Melmara Let It Be Borderclan - This lady carries a shade too much body, which showed 

in her front movement 
 

VETERAN DOG/BITCH (5, 1) 

This was a very good class all these today could show some of the teenagers how to 

move 

1 Wizaland Stage Whisper With Pikara BVIS -B ten years young Super shape and so well 
muscled and fit all through  Good skull and pricked ears bite still good, firm top line and 

moves with reach and drive loved being able to show. 

2 Sh Ch Tonkory Yoruba Of Borderbeau JW ShCM - 8 year old Bitch Super make and 

shape.  Godd bone with lovely reach of neck firm body and moved out well with lovely 
tail carriage  excellent presentation 

3 Snowmere Tarn JW AW - D Still agile and enjoying himself at 12 and half can still 

move well 

4 Sh Ch Altricia Cali-Fornia 
5 Kinaway Its Elementary For Jacamalis 

  

AOC B&W DOG/BITCH (4, 2) 

1 Foxbarton Lady In Waiting JW CDEx - 6 year old tri Good make and shape.  Pricekd 

ears dark oval eyes, neat shape to feet. Lovely bend of stifle firm in top line and good 
muscle tone.  Could work all day. 

2 Bytchek Fabulous At Moonraker - Here she carried her tail better but not the muscle 

tone and movement of 1 

 
SPECIAL WORKING DOG/BITCH (5, 1) 

1 Foxbarton Lady In Waiting JW CDEx 

2 Moshanta Moonlight Fantasy JW ShCM - Another soundly build work. Lovely dark eye 

and expression.  Good feet and front moved with such enthusiasm 
3 Snowmere Tarn JW AW - Another one bred to work a credit to you 

4 Foxbarton That’s Jazz CDEx UDEx 

 


